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An engineering professor who started out doing poorly in mathematical and
technical subjects in school offers tools, tips and techniques to learning the
creative and analytical thought processes that will lead to achievement in math
and science. Original.
This book, specifically developed for students of psychology, covers a wide range
of topics in statistics and research designs taught in psychology, in particular,
and other disciplines like management, sociology, education, home science, and
nutrition, in general, in most universities. It explains how to use Excel to analyze
research data by elaborating statistical concepts. Each chapter contains sections
like “Check you Computing skill” and “Check your Statistical Concepts” to
enable students to assess their knowledge in a graded manner. The book
addresses one of the major challenges in psychology research, viz., how to
measure subjective phenomenon like attitude, desire, and preferences of an
individual. Separate emphasis has been given to the measurement techniques
which are essential tools to assess these subjective parameters in numerical
form, required for statistical analysis to draw meaningful conclusions. The book is
equally helpful to students of humanities, life sciences and other applied areas.
Consisting of 14 chapters, the book covers all relevant topics of statistics and
research designs which are important for students to plan and complete their
research work.
Provides a step-by-step approach to statistical procedures to analyze data and
conduct research, with detailed sections in each chapter explaining SPSS® and
Excel® applications This book identifies connections between statistical
applications and research design using cases, examples, and discussion of
specific topics from the social and health sciences. Researched and class-tested
to ensure an accessible presentation, the book combines clear, step-by-step
explanations for both the novice and professional alike to understand the
fundamental statistical practices for organizing, analyzing, and drawing
conclusions from research data in their field. The book begins with an
introduction to descriptive and inferential statistics and then acquaints readers
with important features of statistical applications (SPSS and Excel) that support
statistical analysis and decision making. Subsequent chapters treat the
procedures commonly employed when working with data across various fields of
social science research. Individual chapters are devoted to specific statistical
procedures, each ending with lab application exercises that pose research
questions, examine the questions through their application in SPSS and Excel,
and conclude with a brief research report that outlines key findings drawn from
the results. Real-world examples and data from social and health sciences
research are used throughout the book, allowing readers to reinforce their
comprehension of the material. Using Statistics in the Social and Health Sciences
with SPSS® and Excel® includes: Use of straightforward procedures and
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examples that help students focus on understanding of analysis and
interpretation of findings Inclusion of a data lab section in each chapter that
provides relevant, clear examples Introduction to advanced statistical procedures
in chapter sections (e.g., regression diagnostics) and separate chapters (e.g.,
multiple linear regression) for greater relevance to real-world research needs
Emphasizing applied statistical analyses, this book can serve as the primary text
in undergraduate and graduate university courses within departments of
sociology, psychology, urban studies, health sciences, and public health, as well
as other related departments. It will also be useful to statistics practitioners
through extended sections using SPSS® and Excel® for analyzing data.
Millions of users create and share Excel spreadsheets every day, but few go
deeply enough to learn the techniques that will make their work much easier.
There are many ways to take advantage of Excel's advanced capabilities without
spending hours on advanced study. Excel Hacks provides more than 130 hacks
-- clever tools, tips and techniques -- that will leapfrog your work beyond the
ordinary. Now expanded to include Excel 2007, this resourceful, roll-up-yoursleeves guide gives you little known "backdoor" tricks for several Excel versions
using different platforms and external applications. Think of this book as a
toolbox. When a need arises or a problem occurs, you can simply use the right
tool for the job. Hacks are grouped into chapters so you can find what you need
quickly, including ways to: Reduce workbook and worksheet frustration -manage how users interact with worksheets, find and highlight information, and
deal with debris and corruption. Analyze and manage data -- extend and
automate these features, moving beyond the limited tasks they were designed to
perform. Hack names -- learn not only how to name cells and ranges, but also
how to create names that adapt to the data in your spreadsheet. Get the most out
of PivotTables -- avoid the problems that make them frustrating and learn how to
extend them. Create customized charts -- tweak and combine Excel's built-in
charting capabilities. Hack formulas and functions -- subjects range from moving
formulas around to dealing with datatype issues to improving recalculation time.
Make the most of macros -- including ways to manage them and use them to
extend other features. Use the enhanced capabilities of Microsoft Office 2007 to
combine Excel with Word, Access, and Outlook. You can either browse through
the book or read it from cover to cover, studying the procedures and scripts to
learn more about Excel. However you use it, Excel Hacks will help you increase
productivity and give you hours of "hacking" enjoyment along the way.
In a corporate setting, the Microsoft Office Suite is an invaluable set of
applications. One of Offices' biggest advantages is that its applications can work
together to share information, produce reports, and so on. The problem is, there
isn't much documentation on their cross-usage. Until now. Introducing Integrating
Excel and Access, the unique reference that shows you how to combine the
strengths of Microsoft Excel with those of Microsoft Access. In particular, the
book explains how the powerful analysis tools of Excel can work in concert with
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the structured storage and more powerful querying of Access. The results that
these two applications can produce together are virtually impossible to achieve
with one program separately. But the book isn't just limited to Excel and Access.
There's also a chapter on SQL Server, as well as one dedicated to integrating
with other Microsoft Office applications. In no time, you'll discover how to: Utilize
the built in features of Access and Excel to access data Use VBA within Access
or Excel to access data Build connection strings using ADO and DAO Automate
Excel reports including formatting, functions, and page setup Write complex
functions and queries with VBA Write simple and advanced queries with the
Access GUI Produce pivot tables and charts with your data With Integrating
Excel and Access, you can crunch and visualize data like never before. It's the
ideal guide for anyone who uses Microsoft Office to handle data.
Gain confidence to crack the GMAT You have your heart set on getting into a
particular MBA program, but you’re required to submit your GMAT score as part
of the application process. Ack! If you dread the idea of taking a standardized
test, you’ve come to the right place. GMAT For Dummies 2021 with Online
Practice gets you ready for test day with helpful reviews and smart advice. To
make the chore of studying a bit more bearable, the four parts of the test are
broken down into sections so you can focus on exactly what you need. If you
need a refresher on grammar and reading comprehension, it’s here. Is math
your nemesis? Overcome the challenge with reviews of algebra, geometry, and
statistics. And the exasperating but essential topics of essay writing and
integrated reasoning are covered too. In addition, you get insights into how to
avoid GMAT pitfalls and make the most of time-management tactics during the
exam. Take a pre-assessment test to identify the subject areas you need to
brush up on Access 7 practice tests and 500 flashcards online Hone your
analytical and reasoning skills Create a targeted study plan If you want to
conquer the GMAT and stand out from other MBA program applicants, you’ll find
everything you need here for a stellar score!
Contains a comprehensive summary of the entire course, activities, glossary of
terms and a list of websites.
Now there's a way to blend balanced literacy and formative assessment. This
book infuses research-based best practices of formative assessment through the
lens of Common Core, with assessment support in these areas: read-alouds,
guiding language into reading, language and literacy centers, and independent
reading and writing. It also includes the "how" for novice and veteran K-8
teachers, administrators, and school literacy teams. Resources are included to
help educators collect information and provide feedback to students.
Building on its best-selling predecessors, Basic Statistics and Pharmaceutical Statistical
Applications, Third Edition covers statistical topics most relevant to those in the pharmaceutical
industry and pharmacy practice. It focuses on the fundamentals required to understand
descriptive and inferential statistics for problem solving. Incorporating new material in virtually
every chapter, this third edition now provides information on software applications to assist with
evaluating data. New to the Third Edition Use of Excel® and Minitab® for performing statistical
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analysis Discussions of nonprobability sampling procedures, determining if data is normally
distributed, evaluation of covariances, and testing for precision equivalence Expanded sections
on regression analysis, chi square tests, tests for trends with ordinal data, and tests related to
survival statistics Additional nonparametric procedures, including the one-sided sign test,
Wilcoxon signed-ranks test, and Mood’s median test With the help of flow charts and tables,
the author dispels some of the anxiety associated with using basic statistical tests in the
pharmacy profession and helps readers correctly interpret their results using statistical
software. Through the text’s worked-out examples, readers better understand how the
mathematics works, the logic behind many of the equations, and the tests’ outcomes.
This book provides examples and recommends highly effective and practical instructional and
assessment strategies that classroom teachers can immediately implement and that school
administrators can readily observe.
The second edition of this best-selling Python book (over 500,000 copies sold!) uses Python 3
to teach even the technically uninclined how to write programs that do in minutes what would
take hours to do by hand. There is no prior programming experience required and the book is
loved by liberal arts majors and geeks alike. If you've ever spent hours renaming files or
updating hundreds of spreadsheet cells, you know how tedious tasks like these can be. But
what if you could have your computer do them for you? In this fully revised second edition of
the best-selling classic Automate the Boring Stuff with Python, you'll learn how to use Python
to write programs that do in minutes what would take you hours to do by hand--no prior
programming experience required. You'll learn the basics of Python and explore Python's rich
library of modules for performing specific tasks, like scraping data off websites, reading PDF
and Word documents, and automating clicking and typing tasks. The second edition of this
international fan favorite includes a brand-new chapter on input validation, as well as tutorials
on automating Gmail and Google Sheets, plus tips on automatically updating CSV files. You'll
learn how to create programs that effortlessly perform useful feats of automation to: • Search
for text in a file or across multiple files • Create, update, move, and rename files and folders •
Search the Web and download online content • Update and format data in Excel spreadsheets
of any size • Split, merge, watermark, and encrypt PDFs • Send email responses and text
notifications • Fill out online forms Step-by-step instructions walk you through each program,
and updated practice projects at the end of each chapter challenge you to improve those
programs and use your newfound skills to automate similar tasks. Don't spend your time doing
work a well-trained monkey could do. Even if you've never written a line of code, you can make
your computer do the grunt work. Learn how in Automate the Boring Stuff with Python, 2nd
Edition.
The world’s most popular spreadsheet program is now more powerful than ever, but it’s also
more complex. That’s where this Missing Manual comes in. With crystal-clear explanations
and hands-on examples, Excel 2013: The Missing Manual shows you how to master Excel so
you can easily track, analyze, and chart your data. You’ll be using new features like
PowerPivot and Flash Fill in no time. The important stuff you need to know: Go from novice to
ace. Learn how to analyze your data, from writing your first formula to charting your results.
Illustrate trends. Discover the clearest way to present your data using Excel’s new Quick
Analysis feature. Broaden your analysis. Use pivot tables, slicers, and timelines to examine
your data from different perspectives. Import data. Pull data from a variety of sources, including
website data feeds and corporate databases. Work from the Web. Launch and manage your
workbooks on the road, using the new Excel Web App. Share your worksheets. Store Excel
files on SkyDrive and collaborate with colleagues on Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn. Master
the new data model. Use PowerPivot to work with millions of rows of data. Make calculations.
Review financial data, use math and scientific formulas, and perform statistical analyses.
An anthology of short fiction with stories diversified as its authors: from battlefield reality to
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suicide intervention, historical non-fiction to crime family escapades, foster care horror to
heroes' journeys, a breadth of tales to hold interest and capture attention. Readers encounter a
range of talent to make them cry, laugh, reminisce and astound.
• Explains everything current Excel users need to know about the exam process • Covers the
five main categories of the exam • Includes practice exam software, videos and flashcards •
Reviews the Excel user interface and terminology Internationally recognized, certification in
Microsoft Excel can open up a world of benefits to you, and Microsoft Office Specialist Excel
Associate 365/2019 Exam Preparation includes everything you need to prepare for the exam.
Designed for those already familiar with Excel, this book provides detailed information about
how and where to take the exam and exactly what to expect. Each chapter is built on one of
the five exam topics. Ample study material is provided, including practice examsoftware and
video tutorials for every outcome in the book. The author will guide you like a personal Excel
coach, helping you to boost your knowledge, pinpoint skills you need to work on, and gain the
confidence to be able to pass the exam. Why certification is important Microsoft Excel
Certification is an easily verifiable way to showcase your willingness to learn new skills and
software, and it provides a myriad of other benefits as well. Not only can certification enhance
your Excel skills, it can help you get hired, boost academic performance, prepare for the
demands of a job, open doors to career opportunities, and be more productive and confident
working on projects at school, home, or work. Microsoft Office Specialist Excel Associate
certification is the first step to prove your skill level and open doors to career opportunities.
Outline of the book This book leads you through the exam process from beginning to end. The
first chapter includes the exact steps to take to register for the exam and find an exam center,
tips on using your time wisely during the exam, and an overview of Excel’s user interface and
important terminology. The next five chapters thoroughly cover the main topics in the Microsoft
Office Specialist Excel Associate exam: Manage Worksheets and Workbooks, Manage Data
Cells and Ranges, Manage Tables and Table Data, Perform Operations by using Formulas
and Functions, and Manage Charts. Short video tutorials are included for every single outcome
in the book, 70 in all, for when you need extra help or learn best by observation. Excel practice
exam software included Unlike any other Excel exam manual available, this book includes
Excel practice exam software. The final chapter focuses on the practice exam, which closely
mimics the format of the real exam. Custom-built and specially designed by SDC Publications,
the practice exam can be taken multiple times so you are comfortable with the test software,
how to mark and return to questions, question format, live in-application steps, and how the
results are presented. Study materials for all learning styles • Custom-made Practice Exam
Software • 70 short narrated video tutorials for every outcome in the book • 70 Flashcards •
Exam Day Study Guide About the author Daniel John Stine AIA, CSI, CDT, is a registered
architect with over twenty years of experience in the field of architecture. Throughout these
years of professional practice, Stine has leveraged many of the Microsoft Office products to
organize and manage complex projects. In addition to Microsoft Office certification study
guides, Stine has written multiple books on architectural design software, all written using
Microsoft Word and published by SDC Publications.
How do you take your data analysis skills beyond Excel to the next level? By learning just
enough Python to get stuff done. This hands-on guide shows non-programmers like you how to
process information that’s initially too messy or difficult to access. You don't need to know a
thing about the Python programming language to get started. Through various step-by-step
exercises, you’ll learn how to acquire, clean, analyze, and present data efficiently. You’ll also
discover how to automate your data process, schedule file- editing and clean-up tasks, process
larger datasets, and create compelling stories with data you obtain. Quickly learn basic Python
syntax, data types, and language concepts Work with both machine-readable and humanconsumable data Scrape websites and APIs to find a bounty of useful information Clean and
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format data to eliminate duplicates and errors in your datasets Learn when to standardize data
and when to test and script data cleanup Explore and analyze your datasets with new Python
libraries and techniques Use Python solutions to automate your entire data-wrangling process
The primary objective of this text is to help students to think clearly and critically and apply the
knowledge of Business Statistics in decision making when solving business problems. The
book introduces the need for quantitative analysis in business and the basic procedures in
problem solving. Following an application-based theory approach, the book focuses on data
collection, data presentation, summarizing and describing data, basic probability, and statistical
inference. A separate chapter is devoted to show how Microsoft Excel can be used to solve
problems and to make statistical analyses. It contains specimen Excel Worksheets illustrating
how the problems of each chapter are solved using Excel functions and formulas. A large
number of real–world business problems from various business professions such as finance,
medical, psychology, sociology, and education are also included. This textbook is primarily
intended for the undergraduate and postgraduate students of management and postgraduate
students of commerce. The text helps students to: • Understand the meaning and use of
statistical terms used in business statistics • Use graphical and descriptive statistics to identify
the need for statistical inference techniques • Perform statistical analyses • Interpret the
results of statistical analyses • Apply statistical inference techniques in business situations •
Use computer spreadsheet software to perform statistical analysis on data • Choose the
appropriate statistical tool from the collection of standard analytic methods
The recording and analysis of food data are becoming increasingly sophisticated.
Consequently, the food scientist inindustry or at study faces the task of using and
understandingstatistical methods. Statistics is often viewed as a difficultsubject and is often
avoided because of its complexity and a lackof specific application to the requirements of food
science. Thissituation is changing – there is now much material onmultivariate applications for
the more advanced reader, but a caseexists for a univariate approach aimed at thenonstatistician. This second edition of Statistical Methods for Food Scienceprovides a source text
on accessible statistical procedures for thefood scientist, and is aimed at professionals and
students in foodlaboratories where analytical, instrumental and sensory data aregathered and
require some form of summary and analysis beforeinterpretation. It is suitable for the food
analyst, the sensoryscientist and the product developer, and others who work infood-related
disciplines involving consumer survey investigationswill also find many sections of use. There
is an emphasis on a‘hands-on’ approach, and worked examples using computersoftware
packages and the minimum of mathematical formulae areincluded. The book is based on the
experience and practice of ascientist engaged for many years in research and teaching
ofanalytical and sensory food science at undergraduate andpost-graduate level. This revised
and updated second edition is accompanied by a newcompanion website giving the reader
access to the datasets andExcel spreadsheets featured in the book. Check it out now
byvisiting
ahref="http://www.wiley.com/go/bower/statistical"www.wiley.com/go/bower/statistical/a orby
scanning the QR code below.
For Introductory Computer courses in Microsoft Office 2003 or courses in Computer Concepts
with a lab component for Microsoft Office 2003 applications. Teach the course YOU want in
LESS TIME. The primary goal of the GO! Series is ease of implementation, with an approach
that is based on clearly-defined projects for students and a one of a kind supplements
package.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes,
or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. Advance your everyday
proficiency with Excel 2016. And earn the credential that proves it! Demonstrate your expertise
with Microsoft Excel! Designed to help you practice and prepare for Microsoft Office Specialist
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(MOS): Excel 2016 Core certification, this official Study Guide delivers: In-depth preparation for
each MOS objective Detailed procedures to help build the skills measured by the exam Handson tasks to practice what you’ve learned Practice files and sample solutions Sharpen the skills
measured by these objectives: Create and manage worksheets and workbooks Manage data
cells and ranges Create tables Perform operations with formulas and functions Create charts
and objects About MOS A Microsoft Office Specialist (MOS) certification validates your
proficiency with Microsoft Office programs, demonstrating that you can meet globally
recognized performance standards. Hands-on experience with the technology is required to
successfully pass Microsoft Certification exams.
Test Automation and QTP: (QTP 9.2, QTP 9.5, QTP 10.0 and Functional Test 11.0) is a onestop resource that explains all concepts, features and benefits of test automation and QTP with
real-time examples. This book has been designed to be a beginner's guide for new users, a
companion guide for experienced users and a reference guide for professionals appearing for
interviews or certification exams on test automation and QTP.
"Randomization tests are not a new idea, but they only became really useful after the advent of
fast computing. Making randomization tests accessible to many more potential users by
providing the means to use them within familiar statistical software, this book serves as an
introduction and provides macros to perform in the familiar environments of SPSS and Excel.
Though we expect that the book will still appeal to researchers, we believe the changes in the
new edition will make the book an essential aidfor graduate and senior undergraduate courses
in statistics, data analysis, and/or research methods, taught in departments of psychology
(especially clinical or counseling psychology), medicine, nursing, and other health and social
sciences"-Making better-informed business decisions to increase productivity and profitability is arguably
becoming most difficult task for every manager due to huge volume of data needed to deal with
and understand. Knowing the effective and efficient approach of turning this huge raw data into
relevant information to enhance business success in today's challenging and competitiveenvironment inform the written of this book to Instilling Data Intelligence using Microsoft Excel
and examine productivities boosting aspects of Excel. The book focused more on how to
improve your Microsoft Excel skills and furnished you with opportunities to be versed with
functionality of jobs, functions and formulas that are needed to grow fast and stay competitive.
Our illustrations mirror the likely situation you might experience at work. Microsoft Excel was
chosen because it remains one of the most cost effective and popular spreadsheet today.The
essence of chapter one is to familiarise you with the Excel environment by simply introduce
you to various features of Microsoft Excel while chapter two focused on the classification of
data to various types based on predefined characteristics and how its value should be stored,
what it takes for a datasheet to stands the test of time, what constitute data to be good, and
business analysis aided tools. Data formatting (cleansing) is an essential process of
transforming raw data into proper format (Good Data) using tools such as Tables, Flash fill,
Text-to-Column, Validation, and Group to enhance all kind of operations in excel, simplify all
stages of data analysis, and succinctly gives clear picture of the message been communicate
was explained in chapter three. The amazing sort function use to change the order of data as
chooses and filter function helps to focus on a specific set of extracted (filtered) data was
discussed in chapter four. Knowing the right graphing tool for message is very important to
produce effective reports that are readable and summarily convey the right messages were
explained in chapter five. Chapter six focused on conditional formatting to indicate various
metrics performance in a report and how to prevent unnecessary alteration to reports
generated. Techniques involve IF related functions to trick Microsoft Excel to generate
significant business reports took centre stage in chapter seven while chapter eight explained
those LOOKUP Excel Formulas that will enable you to carry out hundreds of searches,
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calculations and analysis in minutes. While chapter nine explained ideal Excel functions that
will help you to maintaining highest level processing speed of lookup formulas in workbooks
that contain thousands of lookup formulas as well overcome any form of value error that may
arise while working with huge dataset.Chapter ten is all about Array in Excel. Chapter eleven
and twelve will inundate you with how productive and useful both Excel Mathematics and text
functions could simplify dynamic reports generation. How to use excel built-in functions to
determine the status of data and errors handling in excel were explained in chapter
thirteen.Sparklines took the centre stage in chapter fourteen, while chapter fifteen was setup to
facilitate you with business analysis tools used to manage different business Scenarios and
come out with the best results that will set you in right direction toward increasing productivity
and profitability. Chapter sixteen and seventeen clearly explained essential Excel tools such as
PivotTable, Pivot Charts, Slicers, and Timelines used to explore and analyze huge data set in
order to generate an interactive and user friendly summary reports. Statistical tools such as
correlation and regression used to determine the relationship between variables while carrying
out data analysis were explained in chapter eighteen while Microsoft VBA popularly known as
MACRO took the centre stage in chapter nineteen.
Beginning Excel, First Edition
Excel Essential Skills Science Revision Workboo k Year 9 is a revised edition, with topics
covering the Ye ar 9 AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM SCIENCE COURSE. This bo ok will allow
students to revise the course in a user-friendly way, impr ove their understanding of Science
and help them excel in their tests, h alf-yearly exam and yearly exam. In this book you will find:
Easy-to-understand revision notes and diagrams for al l topics A wide variety of exercises to
test scientific skills Revision questions to reinforce knowledge A glossary e xplaining important
terms in each chapter A detailed answer sec tion CHAPTERS: Introduction STRAND:
Biological Sciences Chapter 1: Food and livi ng things Chapter 2: Sensing the world around
you Chapter 3: Animal reproduction Chapter 4: Infectious diseases Test A STRAND: Chemical
Sciences Chapt er 5: Chemical reactions STRAND: Earth and Space Sciences Ch apter 6: The
universe Chapter 7: Human impact on the biospher e STRAND: Physical Sciences Chapter 8:
Wave motion Test B Answers
Data collection, compression, storage, and interpretation have become mature technologies
over the years. Extraction of meaningful information from the process historical database
seems to be a natural and logical choice. In view of this, the proposed book aims to apply the
data driven knowledge base in ensuring safe process operation through timely detection of
process abnormal and normal operating conditions, assuring product quality and analyzing
biomedical signal leading to diagnostic tools. The book poses an open invitation for an
interface which is required henceforth, in practical implementation of the propositions and
possibilities referred in the book. It poses a challenge to the researchers in academia towards
the development of more sophisticated algorithms. The proposed book also incites applications
in diversified areas. Key Features: Presents discussion of several modern and popular
chemometric techniques Introduces specific illustrative industrial applications using the
chemometric techniques Demonstrates several applications to beverage quality monitoring
Provides all the algorithms developed for the automated device design, data files, sources for
biomedical signals and their pre-processing steps, and all the process models requited to
simulate process normal/faulty data Includes casestudy-based approach to the topics with
MATLAB and SIMULINK source codes
This fully revised edition provides a practical introduction to research methods for anyone
conducting and critically reading technical communication research. The first section discusses
the role of research in technical communication and explains in plain language how to conduct
and report such research. It covers both quantitative and qualitative methods, as well as
surveys, usability studies, and literature reviews. The second section presents a collection of
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research articles that serve as exemplars of these major types of research projects, each
followed by commentary breaking down how it corresponds to the information on that research
type. In addition to five new chapters of exemplars and commentaries, this second edition
contains a new chapter on usability studies. This book is an essential introduction to research
methods for students of technical communication and for industry professionals who need to
conduct and engage with research on the job.
"If you'd like a glimpse at how the next generation is going to program, this book is a good
place to start." —Gregory V. Wilson, Dr. Dobbs Journal (October 2004) Build Your Own
Automated Software Testing Tool Whatever its claims, commercially available testing software
is not automatic. Configuring it to test your product is almost as time-consuming and errorprone as purely manual testing. There is an alternative that makes both engineering and
economic sense: building your own, truly automatic tool. Inside, you'll learn a repeatable, stepby-step approach, suitable for virtually any development environment. Code-intensive
examples support the book's instruction, which includes these key topics: Conducting active
software testing without capture/replay Generating a script to test all members of one class
without reverse-engineering Using XML to store previously designed testing cases
Automatically generating testing data Combining Reflection and CodeDom to write test scripts
focused on high-risk areas Generating test scripts from external data sources Using real and
complete objects for integration testing Modifying your tool to test third-party software
components Testing your testing tool Effective Software Test Automation goes well beyond the
building of your own testing tool: it also provides expert guidance on deploying it in ways that
let you reap the greatest benefits: earlier detection of coding errors, a smoother, swifter
development process, and final software that is as bug-free as possible. Written for
programmers, testers, designers, and managers, it will improve the way your team works and
the quality of its products.
Advance your everyday proficiency with Excel! And earn the credential that proves it!
Demonstrate your expertise with Microsoft Excel! Designed to help you practice and prepare
for Microsoft Office Specialist: Excel Associate (Excel and Excel 2019) certification, this official
Study Guide delivers: In-depth preparation for each MOS objective Detailed procedures to help
build the skills measured by the exam Hands-on tasks to practice what you’ve learned Readymade practice files Sharpen the skills measured by these objectives: Manage Worksheets and
Workbooks Manage Data Cells and Ranges Manage Tables and Table Data Perform
Operations by Using Formulas and Functions Manage Charts About MOS A Microsoft Office
Specialist (MOS) certification validates your proficiency with Microsoft Office programs,
demonstrating that you can meet globally recognized performance standards. Hands-on
experience with the technology is required to successfully pass Microsoft Certification exams.
Based on a case study of leadership communication in a time of organizational change, this
book gives new leaders insights into the tools and skills needed to become effective,
motivating communicators in their leadership careers. Taking a holistic approach to
communication and leadership, the book argues that employees buy in to change when they
collectively feel engaged in meaningful work that will enrich the lives of customers, employees,
and investors. Based on ethnographic research, it approaches the topic through an absorbing
fiction-like retelling of an organization’s successful navigation of change against the backdrop
of the 2007 mortgage crisis. In doing so, it establishes a framework for leaders to understand
the principles behind how and why buy-in is generated in organizations. This unique approach
allows readers to visualize leadership communication principles in practice. Fostering
Employee Buy-in is ideal as a supplementary text in introductory leadership communication,
management, and business courses or as a text for new leaders interested in inspiring
organizational change.
The second edition of Introduction to Biostatistical Applications in Health Research delivers a
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thorough examination of the basic techniques and most commonly used statistical methods in
health research. Retaining much of what was popular with the well-received first edition, the
thoroughly revised second edition includes a new chapter on testing assumptions and how to
evaluate whether those assumptions are satisfied and what to do if they are not. The newest
edition contains brand-new code examples for using the popular computer language R to
perform the statistical analyses described in the chapters within. You'll learn how to use Excel
to generate datasets for R, which can then be used to conduct statistical calculations on your
data. The book also includes a companion website with a new version of BAHR add-in
programs for Excel. This new version contains new programs for nonparametric analyses,
Student-Newman-Keuls tests, and stratified analyses. Readers will also benefit from coverage
of topics like: Extensive discussions of basic and foundational concepts in statistical methods,
including Bayes' Theorem, populations, and samples A treatment of univariable analysis,
covering topics like continuous dependent variables and ordinal dependent variables An
examination of bivariable analysis, including regression analysis and correlation analysis An
analysis of multivariate calculations in statistics and how testing assumptions, like assuming
Gaussian distributions or equal variances, affect statistical outcomes Perfect for health
researchers of all kinds, Introduction to Biostatistical Applications in Health Research also
belongs on the bookshelves of anyone who wishes to better understand health research
literature. Even those without a great deal of mathematical background will benefit greatly from
this text.
Sport Industry Research & Analysis offers a no-nonsense, straightforward approach to the
study of research design and statistical analysis in the sport enterprise. Each chapter outlines
real-world instances in which research and statistics contribute to bottom-line decisions. The
book includes clear, progressive instructions, using spreadsheets for statistical computations
and analyses. The explanations for the calculations and analyses are presented in the context
of sport industry scenarios with sample data. Additional scenarios with sample data provide
hands-on practice with each statistical test. "In Practice" contributions from sport industry
professionals demonstrate how these practitioners use research and statistical analysis in their
everyday tasks. This book's succinct, applied approach to research design and statistical
analyses provides readers with essential skills to help them understand the importance of an
information-based approach to decision making in the sport enterprise.
A practical guide to data mining using SQL and Excel Data Analysis Using SQL and Excel, 2nd
Edition shows you how to leverage the two most popular tools for data query and
analysis—SQL and Excel—to perform sophisticated data analysis without the need for complex
and expensive data mining tools. Written by a leading expert on business data mining, this
book shows you how to extract useful business information from relational databases. You'll
learn the fundamental techniques before moving into the "where" and "why" of each analysis,
and then learn how to design and perform these analyses using SQL and Excel. Examples
include SQL and Excel code, and the appendix shows how non-standard constructs are
implemented in other major databases, including Oracle and IBM DB2/UDB. The companion
website includes datasets and Excel spreadsheets, and the book provides hints, warnings, and
technical asides to help you every step of the way. Data Analysis Using SQL and Excel, 2nd
Edition shows you how to perform a wide range of sophisticated analyses using these simple
tools, sparing you the significant expense of proprietary data mining tools like SAS.
Understand core analytic techniques that work with SQL and Excel Ensure your analytic
approach gets you the results you need Design and perform your analysis using SQL and
Excel Data Analysis Using SQL and Excel, 2nd Edition shows you how to best use the tools
you already know to achieve expert results.
Offering an updated overview of the latest version of the popular spreadsheet program, an
informative manual covers the entire gamut of how to build spreadsheets, add and format
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information, print reports, create charts and graphics, and use basic formulas and functions,
and includes helpful tips and step-by-step instruction in using the new user interface and
tabbed toolbar. Original. (All Users)
This text explains the meaning of variation in the context of business, with the help of real data
and real business applications. It focuses not only on an in-depth explanation of the concepts
but also demonstrates easily mastered software techniques using the common software
available. The book is in line with the Current Statistical Practices and offers practical advice
on when to use or not to use them. Salient Features: • Exclusive section for Indian Cases with
questions! • New and updated Mini Cases for economics and business. • New and updated
exercise data sets, web links, Big Data Sets, and Related Reading. • Updated Excel support,
including screen shots, menus, and functions. • Introduction to the topic of Analytics and how it
fits in with Business Statistics. • Updated exercises with emphasis on compatibility with
Connect®. • Updated test bank questions matched with topics and learning objectives. •
Expanded treatment of regression, including multiplicative models, interaction effects, and two
sections entirely dedicated to logistic regression.
Easy to follow, step-by-step lessons enable students to quickly and efficiently learn the
features of Microsoft PowerPoint 2003 and how to use them at school, at home, and in the
workplace. This Microsoft Official Academic Course offers friendly, straightforward instruction
with a focus on real-world business scenarios. Included with the book is a 180-day trial version
of Microsoft Office Professional 2003 and dynamic interactive tutorials from the Microsoft
eLearning Library. Skills covered in the book correspond to the objectives tested on the
Microsoft Office Specialist examination. A complete instructor support program is available with
the text.
While Excel remains ubiquitous in the business world, recent Microsoft feedback forums are
full of requests to include Python as an Excel scripting language. In fact, it's the top feature
requested. What makes this combination so compelling? In this hands-on guide, Felix
Zumstein--creator of xlwings, a popular open source package for automating Excel with
Python--shows experienced Excel users how to integrate these two worlds efficiently. Excel
has added quite a few new capabilities over the past couple of years, but its automation
language, VBA, stopped evolving a long time ago. Many Excel power users have already
adopted Python for daily automation tasks. This guide gets you started. Use Python without
extensive programming knowledge Get started with modern tools, including Jupyter notebooks
and Visual Studio code Use pandas to acquire, clean, and analyze data and replace typical
Excel calculations Automate tedious tasks like consolidation of Excel workbooks and
production of Excel reports Use xlwings to build interactive Excel tools that use Python as a
calculation engine Connect Excel to databases and CSV files and fetch data from the internet
using Python code Use Python as a single tool to replace VBA, Power Query, and Power Pivot
This is the first edition of a textbook written for a community college introductory course in
spreadsheets utilizing Microsoft Excel; second edition available:
https://openoregon.pressbooks.pub/beginningexcel19/. While the figures shown utilize Excel
2016, the textbook was written to be applicable to other versions of Excel as well. The book
introduces new users to the basics of spreadsheets and is appropriate for students in any
major who have not used Excel before.
Statistics for Health Care Professionals: Working with Excel (second edition) is written in a
clear, easily followed style keyed to the powerful statistical tool, Microsoft Excel 2007. It
introduces the use of statistics applicable to health administration, health policy, public health,
health information management, and other professions, emphasizing the logic of probability
and statistical analysis in all areas. Coverage includes data acquisition, data display, basics of
probability, data distributions, confidence limits and hypothesis testing, statistical tests for
categorical data, tests for related and unrelated data, analysis of variance, simple linear
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regression, multiple regression, and analysis with a dichotomous categorical dependent
variable. A glossary and section-by-section review questions round out this uniquely
comprehensive and accessible text.
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